
PENGANA ABSOLUTE RETURN 
ASIA PACIFIC FUND

FUND PROFILE

FIVE  
REASONS  
TO INVEST

A FUND AIMING TO  
GENERATE CONSISTENT 
RETURNS USING A DIVERSIFIED 
SUITE OF NON-CORRELATED 
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
ACROSS GLOBAL EQUITY 
MARKETS.

ONE.

KEY FOCUS ON CAPITAL 
PRESERVATION AND 
RISK MANAGEMENT
This is primarily achieved 
through the Fund 
maintaining a low net 
market exposure and 
hedging the exposure  
to other broad risk  
factors such as volatility 
and currencies.

TWO.

DIVERSIFICATION
The Fund’s returns 
are generated from 
stock specific events, 
such as mergers or 
acquisitions, rather than 
market movements. 
As a result, the Fund 
has low correlation to 
equity markets and 
other asset class indices 
and offers attractive 
diversification benefits.

THREE.

ABILITY TO EXPLOIT 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
OCCURRING ACROSS THE 
ASIA PACIFIC REGION
The Fund is able to invest 
across multiple investment 
strategies and geographies 
to take advantage of 
structural changes and 
growth occurring across 
the region. These structural 
changes include China 
SOE privatizations, 
generational changes to 
family owned company 
structures, and better 
corporate governance and 
shareholder alignment 
in Japan.

FOUR.

ABSOLUTE RETURN 
FOCUS
The Fund has an absolute 
return investment objective 
and aims to generate 
positive returns throughout 
different market conditions 
by investing across 
different sub strategies, 
sectors and markets.

FIVE.

LONG TRACK RECORD
The Fund has a long 
track record, producing 
positive returns with low 
volatility since inception.
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FUND OBJECTIVE
The Fund aims to generate a net 
annualised return of greater than 5% 
above the RBA’s Cash Rate Target over  
a 3 to 5 year period, with low volatility  
and low correlation with Asian  
security markets.

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
• The philosophy of the Fund is based on 

seeking consistent superior investment 
returns for investors rather than returns 
driven by the general direction of  
equity markets.

• The Manager believes that corporate 
events can create market inefficiencies 
and aims to understand the investment 
opportunities that these events create.

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
• The Fund uses three investment 

strategies to participate in corporate 
events - Mergers & Acquisitions 
(M&A), Relative Value and Directional 
Alpha strategies.

• The Fund employs an active 
fundamental stock selection process 
based on proprietary models.

• The portfolio construction process 
attempts to control risk by maintaining 
low exposure to relative market 
movements and other broad risk factors.

• Stock positions may be either long or 
short and leverage may be used.

WHO THE FUND SUITS
• Investors looking for genuine portfolio 

diversification benefits to other 
investments.

• Investors looking for a skill based 
strategy that aims to deliver absolute 
returns with low market exposure.

• Investors seeking a truly active 
investment approach.

• Investors with an investment time 
horizon of at least five or more years.

FUND  
FACTS

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE FUND IS BASED 
ON SEEKING CONSISTENT SUPERIOR 
INVESTMENT RETURNS FOR INVESTORS 
RATHER THAN RETURNS DRIVEN BY THE 
GENERAL DIRECTION OF EQUITY MARKETS. 

APIR CODE
PCL0004AU

INCEPTION DATE
September 2010 (strategy has been 
running since October 2008)

MINIMUM INVESTMENT
$20,000

RECOMMENDED INVESTMENT 
TIMEFRAME
Five or more years

BENCHMARK
RBA Cash Rate, plus 5%

MANAGEMENT FEE (INCL. GST)
1.50% p.a. of the Net Asset Value of 
the underlying Fund

PERFORMANCE FEE# (INCL. GST)
20.5% of any increase in the Net 
Asset Value of the Fund which 
is greater than the cash rate 
hurdle and less any prior loss 
carried forward and adjusted for 
applications, redemptions and 
distributions to investors

BUY/SELL SPREAD
0.25% applications 
0.25% redemptions

ENTRY/EXIT FEES
Nil

FUND PRICING
Daily

DISTRIBUTION FREQUENCY
Distributions are payable to Direct 
Investors on an annual basis,  
usually within 60 days after  
30 June each year

TYPICAL NUMBER OF STOCKS
40-80

AVAILABILITY
• AMP MyNorth
• AMP Summit
• BT Wrap
• HUB24
• IPAC iAccess
• IOOF Pursuit
# Please see website for complete listing.
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• Macquarie Wrap
• Mason Stevens
• NetWealth 
• OneVue 
• Powerwrap

HOW CAN THE FUND PRESERVE 
CAPITAL?
The Fund aims to preserve capital using a 
number of methods. Firstly, the Fund seeks 
to generate returns from specific trades 
which are driven more by deal fundamentals 
than market direction.
Secondly, the Fund seeks to reduce or 
eliminate as much as possible fluctuations 
due to market moves by hedging out broad 
market risks using derivatives and short 
positions in stocks.
Finally, the Fund is diversified across multiple 
stock positions (typically 40-80 at any time), 
sub strategies (for example M&A, Capital 
Management and Earnings Surprises) and 
geographies (including Australia, Japan, 
Hong Kong, Malaysia, China and Singapore) 
to reduce risk concentration.

WHY ARE THE FUND’S RETURNS 
UNCORRELATED TO ASIA PACIFIC 
EQUITY MARKETS?
Fundamentally, this is because the 
securities undergoing a corporate event 
react much more to that event than to 
general market factors. 
In addition, any residual exposure to 
market risk is systematically hedged 
out. So market risk plays little part in 
determining fund returns. For example, 
in a M&A (Merger and Acquisition) trade, 
typically the Fund would take a long 
position in the company being acquired, 
and then to reduce market risk, either 
a short position would be taken in the 
acquirer (scrip deals), an index or a basket 
hedge, or not at all if the trade is not 
sensitive to market movements.

KEY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR CLIENTS



ROLE IN A PORTFOLIO

Diversification 
The Fund’s returns have low or negative 
correlation to equity markets and other 
traditional asset classes. The Fund can 
therefore provide excellent diversification 
with other investments in a portfolio 
where the returns are often related to, or 
largely driven by, market movements.

Downside Protection 
Since inception, the Fund has a maximum 
drawdown (biggest peak to trough loss) 
of -8.0%* demonstrating good portfolio 
protection from volatility and at times 
significant losses experienced in equity 
market related investments.
* as at 31 July 2018

EVENT DRIVEN STRATEGIES

MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS
Companies subject to takeover  
or merger offers.

RELATIVE VALUE
Temporary dislocations between  
two event driven related securities.

DIRECTIONAL ALPHA
Catalyst driven long positions in  
company specific opportunities.

THE FUND AIMS TO 
DELIVER CONSISTENT 
RETURNS THAT ARE 
UNCORRELATED WITH 
TRADITIONAL ASSET 
CLASSES



PORTFOLIO MANAGER’S 
INTERVIEW

Antonio is the Portfolio Manager for the Pengana Absolute 
Return Asia Pacific Fund. He has over 28 years experience in 
financial markets including 18 years experience in Asian equities 
and convertible bond markets having worked in senior positions 
in Singapore, Tokyo, Zurich, Milan and London. 

Previously, Antonio was a Senior Portfolio Manager at Rubicon 
Asset Management where he managed the RHA Asia Special 
Events Fund. He has also held Senior Portfolio Management 
positions at Credit Suisse, Von Ernst Performa and Antiro Abacus.

Antonio has a degree in Business from the KV Zurich Business 
School and is a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA). 

Vikas joined Pengana in September 2008. He is the Fund Manager 
for the Pengana Absolute Return Asia Pacific Fund and is based in 
the Singapore office.

Vikas has over 13 years’ experience in the finance industry. Prior 
to joining Pengana in September 2008, he was an analyst with 
Credit Suisse HOLT division in Singapore, a proprietary corporate 
performance and valuation arm of the bank, undertaking 
fundamental analysis on companies in the Asia-Pacific region.

Vikas holds a First Class Honours degree in Accountancy from 
Nanyang Technological University in Singapore.

# Please refer to Product Disclosure Statement for more details.

Pengana Capital Ltd (ABN 30 103 800 568, Australian financial services license number 226566) is the issuer of units in the Pengana Absolute Return Asia Pacific Fund (ARSN 145 116 810) (the ‘Fund’). A 
product disclosure statement for the Fund is available and can be obtained from our distribution team or by visiting pengana.com. A person should obtain a copy of the product disclosure statement and 
should consider the product disclosure statement carefully before deciding whether to acquire, or to continue to hold, or making any other decision in respect of, the units in the Fund. This document was 
prepared by Pengana Capital Ltd and does not contain any investment recommendation or investment advice. This document has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial 
situation or needs. Therefore, before acting on any information contained within this document a person should consider the appropriateness of the information, having regard to their objectives, financial 
situation and needs. Neither Pengana Capital Ltd nor its related entities, directors or officers guarantees the performance of, or the repayment of capital or income invested in, the Fund.

PORTFOLIO MANAGERS

ANTONIO MERONI

Fund Manager

VIKAS KUMRA

Fund Manager

Q: HOW DO YOU CAPTURE THE BEST 
IDEAS FOR THE PORTFOLIO?

Meroni
The investment team utilises external 
and internal proprietary systems to 
identify and screen all corporate event 
deals that are announced in the region. 
The team then prioritises these deals 
based on the risk/return opportunity 
of each deal and the fit with the Fund’s 
portfolio. Fundamental analysis on the 
deals they believe are the most attractive 
are conducted to fully assess their likely 
returns and downside risk. 

Q: WHAT ARE THE INVESTMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES AND STRUCTURAL 
CHANGES IN ASIA AND HOW ARE YOU 
ABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE  
IN THE FUND?

Kumra 

The investment universe in corporate 
events across Asia Pacific is significant. 
There are approximately 800–1,200 
M&A deals across the region each year, 
500 capital management initiatives 
(buy backs, spin offs etc), 6,000–12,000 
earnings releases and around 100 holding 
company structures.

This structural change provides great 
depth and different sources of returns 
because each strategy has different return 
drivers and different environments that 
may be positive or negative for it. This 
flexibility to invest in different strategies 
that may perform at different times, means 
the Fund has the ability to perform well in 
a variety of different market environments.

THE ABSOLUTE RETURN ASIA PACIFIC FUND IS MANAGED BY PORTFOLIO MANAGERS 
ANTONIO MERONI AND VIKAS KUMRA

PENGANA CAPITAL LIMITED
ABN 30 103 800 568  AFSL 226566

Level 12, 167 Macquarie Street, 
Sydney, NSW 2000
T: +61 2 8524 9900 
F: +61 2 8524 9901

PENGANA.COM

CLIENT SERVICE
T: +61 2 8524 9900 
E: clientservice@pengana.com


